The Hong Kong Polytechnic University  
Department of Electronic and Information Engineering  

BEST GPA AWARD  

(2015/2016 Semester 1)  

Congratulations to the following EIE students for having satisfied the selection criteria and being selected for the "Best GPA Award" in 2015/2016 Semester 1.  

(Listed in alphabetical order)  

**Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) in Electronic and Information Engineering / Double Degree in Business Administration and Engineering**  
BA Yunhao  
CHIU Chun Kan  
FANG Fei  
FENG Weixi  
LAI Shun Cheung  
LEUNG Hiu Wing  

**Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) in Electronic Engineering**  
CHEN Xiaocong  
HUANG Zhitong  

**Bachelor of Science (Honours) in Internet and Multimedia Technologies**  
CHENG Man Chun  
CHENG Tat Kwok  
CHEUNG Chun Pui  
LAU Ka Ho  
NG Sek Long  

**Higher Diploma in Electronic and Information Engineering**  
CHEUNG Chun Yiu  
KWOK Wut Ming  
KWONG Ngai Wing  

Prof. Mike Somekh  
Head, EIE
The Hong Kong Polytechnic University
Department of Electronic and Information Engineering

BEST SEMESTER GPA AWARD

(2015/2016 Semester 1)

Congratulations to the following EIE students for having satisfied the selection criteria and being selected for the “Best Semester GPA Award” in 2015/2016 Semester 1.

(Listed in alphabetical order)

Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) in Electronic and Information Engineering / Double Degree in Business Administration and Engineering

BA Yunhao                          LIU Tianyi
CHAU Siu Fai                       QIN Fang
CHING Nga Sze                      SHEN Jinlu
FANG Fei                           WANG Yuheng
HU Di Ya                           YANG Muqiao
LEUNG Hiu Wing                     ZHANG Jiawei
LIN Jiahui                         ZHANG Youqian
LIU Fengming                       ZHONG Jiechen
LIU Le                             ZUO Song

Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) in Electronic Engineering

CHEN Xiaocong                      TU Rufeng
HE Qiao                            Xu Dongqi
HU Ying                            YANG Xi
LIU Jun tong

Bachelor of Science (Honours) in Internet and Multimedia Technologies

CHENG Tat Kwok                      SHEN Shuaiqi
LAU Ka Lok                          TSIM Cheuk Hin
LIU Sining                          WONG Man Yee
NG Sek Long                         YU Sheung Kan
PENG Tao                            YU Tuoheng
SHAO Jingfei

Bachelor of Science (Honours) in Information Security

CHAN Chun Wing                      TSE Tin Yam
CHAN Ka Shing                       WONG Hon Cheung

Higher Diploma in Electronic and Information Engineering

CHEUNG Chun Yiu                     LAM Lai Ying
CHUNG Hing Chuen                   NGAI Ka Kit
HO Wing Yin                        TSANG Chun Wai
KWONG Ngai Wing
The Hong Kong Polytechnic University  
Department of Electronic and Information Engineering

BEST ACADEMIC IMPROVEMENT AWARD

(2015/2016 Semester 1)

Congratulations to the following EIE students for having satisfied the selection criteria and being selected for the “Best Academic Improvement Award” in 2015/2016 Semester 1.

(Listed in alphabetical order)

Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) in Electronic and Information Engineering / Double Degree in Business Administration and Engineering
CHAN Ho Wai  LEE Hok Ming Marco
CHAN Ming Hang  MOK Hiu Yan
HE Chuan  SHEN Jinlu
HUI Shing Hin  SONG Zixin
KWAN Wing Yan  YANG Muqiao
LAW Man Chun  ZHAO Xugang

Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) in Electronic Engineering
LI Jia Lu
LIU Xiang Yu

Bachelor of Science (Honours) in Internet and Multimedia Technologies
CHAN Cheuk Kin  THOM Wing Lam
CHENG Cheuk Kit  WONG Kwun Wing
LO Ho Tak  YUNG King Lai

Higher Diploma in Electronic and Information Engineering
CHUNG Hing Chuen
HUI Annabel Wing Yan
KWOK Man Tung

Prof. Mike Somekh  
Head, EIE